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By Unknown Author

Forgotten Books, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from The American Journal of School Hygiene What was then true of
schools is still to a very large extent true. Schools are notably institutions for giving a rather narrow
type of intel lectual memoriter training. Their houses have been erected on small plots of land little
larger than is needed for the buildings themselves, and have not taken into consideration the
importance of play and outd001 physical education; they have provided one or more class rooms in
a building with seats screwed to the ?oor and arranged for sedentary book reading; they have
provided teachers who to a large extent are unlearned in the physiological aspects of children and
of education. In many cases, as very recent school health surveys are appallingly illustrating, they
have failed to provide in this library-school room even the first ele ments of adequate sanitation and
hygiene. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the...
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ReviewsReviews

This published pdf is wonderful. it was writtern really completely and valuable. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Dr . B r yon Gleichner-- Dr . B r yon Gleichner

The ebook is simple in go through better to fully grasp. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading through period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi-- Alexa nder  Ja cobi
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